10 Instructions To a Juhasipilae Encounter
Bear in mind that some juhasipilaes are more aggressive than others,
but a totally harmless juhasipilae does not exist.
1. You must not feed a juhasipilae
otherwise it will start to crash your place
because as a rather greedy animal
it remembers a good food spot well.
Always eat all your food and do not leave your trash outside.
2. In search of easy food
a juhasipilae might cogitate around your house,
you can drive it away by speaking the truth with a loud voice.
Or you can stand silently behind your words.
3. If you inevitably must move in an area where
a juhasipilae has been seen, be completely unnoticeable.
4. Never ever, even how hard a juhasipilae might beg you
do a fist bump with it. After that it never leaves you alone.
5. By nature a juhasipilae would withdraw to it’s den at the latest
in November and it would come out around May
but the color blind spineless juhasipilae stays awake all year round.
The den of a juhasipilae might be in an ants’ nest or dug up in the ground
sometimes also in a field of jagged rocks or covered by the branches of a big spruce.
6. If you see a juhasipilae cub, one of it’s parents might be around.
Do not go closer, but leave where you came from.
The most dangerous thing is to get between a cub and it’s parent because
the parent will defend instinctively by attacking the threat that in this case
means you.

7. If you find an animal that has been killed by a juhasipilae, go back where you came from
and do not look back. A juhasipilae is most certainly around and extremely dangerous.
8. An angry juhasipilae grunts and shakes it’s head from side to side,
it’s ears are flat and it’s hackles are raised and it stands on four feet.
It warns you by standing up to two feet and roaring loudly.
At this time you must fall back peacefully, you can insult it with a soft voice
because a juhasipilae will interpret yelling, or loud voices, as hostility
but it does not, usually, understand if you’re fucking with it – but it makes you feel easier.
You can also climb to a tree,
because the juhasipilaes are so disconnecteed from nature
that despite their handy limbs they can not climb.
9. If you can not hide from a juhasipilae, throw yourself to the ground, cover your neck
and head with your hands and act dead.
Sadly, the juhasipilae is infamous for it’s greed, so it still might attack you
especially if you are poor, so you should follow the next instruction:
10. If it is impossible to avoid a conflict with a juhasipilae, you should
attack it’s secret bank accounts or fuck up it’s sote plans.

